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Getting the Upper Hand in 
the Mobile App Economy
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The Mobile Application Economy Is Exploding
Mobile applications have fast become the primary way in which 
many individuals interact with the world around them. Whether it’s 
making a bank deposit or a restaurant reservation, or shopping for 
clothes or a vacation destination, users rely on apps to provide fast, 
secure, reliable access to services and information.

A snapshot of the iOS and Android combined app marketplace in 2014

150 BILLION  
App downloads2

$30 BILLION  
Total app sales3

100 BILLION  
in app sales projected 

by 20204

1  Time In App Increases 21% Across All Apps, Dave Hoch, Localytics, September 16, 2014
2  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/App_Store_(iOS)
3  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/App_Store_(iOS)
4  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/App_Store_(iOS)  

Users are more engaged with apps than they  
were a year ago.1 

Research shows that reliance on apps continues to grow. Users 
reported opening apps on their smartphones 22 percent more often 
than they had just a year earlier, and overall time “in app” increased 
21 percent. In categories such as Health and Fitness and Social 
Network, the increase was even more pronounced with time in app 
growing 51 percent and 49 percent respectively.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Play%20InformIT%20The-Fight-for-The-Mobile-App-Market-Android-vs-iOSJun%202014
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Play%20InformIT%20The-Fight-for-The-Mobile-App-Market-Android-vs-iOSJun%202014
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Play%20InformIT%20The-Fight-for-The-Mobile-App-Market-Android-vs-iOSJun%202014
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Competition Is Fierce
There are currently 2.6 million mobile apps available5 for download, 
with that number growing two to three percent each month. Yet, there  
are only 26 apps downloaded on the average smartphone6—meaning 
most users are using just 0.001 percent of the options available to 
them. So it’s essential—yet very difficult—to rise above the “noise” and  
get noticed. 

There is, however, one way that any app developer can stand out in 
the crowd—by creating an exceptional user experience (UX).

VICTORY GOES TO THE BEST USER EXPERIENCE
“ We now live in a world where customers are no longer loyal to the 
brand, or the product, or the service. Instead they’re loyal to the 
complete experience a brand delivers.”

 — Mike Gregoire, CEO, CA Technologies

“ Driven by the increasing significance  
of mobile app endpoints and dynamic 
Web technology, end-user experience 
monitoring (EUM) is becoming even 
more important than it currently  
is to enterprises.”

 —  Gartner Magic Quadrant for Application 
Performance Monitoring, Jonah Kowall,  
Will Cappelli  |  October 28, 2014

5   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/App_Store_(iOS)  
6  Statista, Akamai

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Play InformIT The-Fight-for-The-Mobile-App-Market-Android-vs-iOS Jun 2014


  7   Statista, Akamai
  8  http://andrewchen.co/mobile-retention-benchmarks-for-2014-vs-2013-show-a-50-drop-in-d1-

retention-guest-post/
  9   Make Service Easy, Salesforce, June 6, 2014
10   http://ux.walkme.com/7-user-experience-tools-necessary-success/

How Special Does the User Experience Need to Be?
Getting your app downloaded is only half the battle. With Apple and 
Google redefining the five-star UX, apps that don’t measure up are 
quickly relegated to obscurity. Every time a user opens your app,  
it’s subjected to a rigorous new survival test, with 57 percent  
of users reporting they give an app just three seconds to open 
before giving up and moving on.7 

A study conducted by TapStream shows that 86 percent of 
downloaded apps are abandoned after just one day—and by day 30, 
the abandonment rate has risen to over 97 percent.  And to make 
matters worse, app retention rates have dropped as much as 84 
percent between 2013 and 2014, signaling a very troubling trend for 
organizations hoping to build a long-term connection with app users.8
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It’s about more than just apps.
The way that users view your app has an enormous impact on 
how they view your organization as a whole. Over 95 percent of 
customers report feeling more disloyal toward companies that 
create a high-effort mobile experience.9 On the other side, it’s 
encouraging to note that every dollar companies invest in creating 
a superlative UX can return as much as $100 to the business.10
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There are those who believe that creating a “cool” app is good enough. There’s no denying that a unique look and feel can greatly contribute 
to a positive user experience. But successful apps need to be much more than trendy.

What Defines a Good Mobile App User Experience?

PERFORMANCE 
Does the app do what it says it will, quickly and   
reliably, every time it’s opened? Is it intuitive and easy 
to use? Does it offer unique features and benefits?

The key metrics for assessing a mobile app’s user experience include:

TRANSACTION RESPONSE TIME 
How quickly does the app respond to business 
transactions that the user initiates, return results  
or complete its assigned actions?

CRASHES AND ISSUE RESOLUTION 
How often does the app crash? Is data lost?  
How efficiently does support resolve issues and 
prevent future crashes?

OVERALL HEALTH OF THE MOBILE APP 
Does performance or functionality lag over the course 
of a session or over repeated sessions? Are issues 
resolved and performance enhanced with new features? 



To remain viable in the marketplace, you must continually monitor  
all aspects of the user experience using sophisticated analytics. Your 
customers should never be telling you anything about your app that  
you don’t already know.

MELD the elements of success 
CA Mobile App Analytics provides complete visibility and the insights in 
overall app health and user experience. By maximizing value to the user,  
it helps enhance user loyalty to the application and to your organization 
as a whole. CA Mobile App Analytics uses the M.E.L.D. Strategy to create 
and maintain a stellar end-user experience:

•  Mobile

•  End-to-end transaction visibility

•  Analytics at every stage of the app lifecycle

•  Deep visibility into app performance and usage
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How Can You Ensure  
a User Experience  
That Retains Customers?



M.E.L.D. End-To-End Transaction Visibility
Mobile-to-Mainframe Visibility for Business Transactions 

Business transactions typically span multiple views, Web services, networks and infrastructure components. CA Mobile App Analytics  
tracks and analyzes application interactions that lead to a specific business outcomes such as View Product, Add to Cart and Checkout.
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•  Carrier

•  Connection type

•   Additional information of interest 
to APM Ops users

The deep integration of CA Mobile App Analytics and CA 
Application Performance Monitoring (CA APM) tools enables  
you to easily track and analyze transaction metrics, including 
performance, latency, successes, crashes, session details and stack 
trace. This comprehensive view of the overall health of the app 
enables you to proactively address potential issues and optimize 
the performance of the application and the supporting 
infrastructure.

CA Mobile App Analytics even includes a “tag-and-follow” 
function that ensures that the personnel monitoring mobile and 
those monitoring mainframes and backend applications all have full 
access to data regarding:

•  Transaction

•  Device

•  Location

CA Mobile App Analytics
CA APM



BUSINESS 
ANALYTICS

DEV & TEST PRODUCT  
& SUPPORT

M.E.L.D. Analytics Throughout the Lifecycle  
of the App
CA Mobile App Analytics Enables the Continuous Delivery Essential to DevOps

CA is committed to supporting the concept of DevOps. As a result, CA Mobile App Analytics is designed to 
provide actionable answers to critical questions being asked at each stage of the application lifecycle.
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7 CA and Vanson Bourne, Application Economy Research, 2014.

WHEN  
DEVELOPERS ASK:

WHEN  
THE OPS TEAM ASKS:

WHEN BUSINESS  
ANALYSTS ASK:

•   What are my end-
users are seeing?

•   Can I collect crash  
data I can use to  
resolve issues?

•   Can I get code-level 
visibility of user 
interactions?

•   How can I isolate  
my network or data 
center issues?

•   Can I get alerts when 
my app crashes?

•   Which backend 
services are affecting 
my app performance?

•   How are my key 
business services 
performing?

•   Which geographies are 
my users coming from?

•   How can I help my 
users get more value?

CA Mobile App Analytics provides each persona  
with the answers they need.



M.E.L.D. Deep Visibility Into App Performance
Gaining the Deep Visibility Critical to Managing App Performance

CA Mobile App Analytics provides the key to understanding the mobile app user experience across the entire 
DevOps application lifecycle. It offers the visibility and insight necessary to create and maintain a user experience 
that ensures loyalty and maximizes potential value to customers.
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CA Mobile App Analytics provides the deep visibility for:

Developers to monitor issues with symbolicated stack traces and 
detailed activity logs, allowing them to identify and address root causes

Operations Personnel to segment performance by app version, carrier, 
geography, operating system, network, device type and custom events

Business Analysts and Users to collect and analyze data from all stages 
of usage—user engagement to user activity to retention—as well as 
actionable marketing data
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THE SITUATION: 
A top 20 global bank with over 100 million customers, has over 2 million mobile 
banking customers. Aiming to become the “bank of choice” for digital customers, 
it formed a key partnership to support mobile payments.

THE CHALLENGE:  
The development team only knew that user issues occurred, but not where 
they occurred. The team had no visibility into business metrics—including user 
retention—or into crash and performance metrics. This greatly impeded efforts 
to monitor, maintain and enhance app performance.

Multinational Bank
SUCCESS STORIES: CONSUMER END USERS

CA Mobile App Analytics Makes the Difference
CA Mobile App Analytics underwent a quick proof of concept,  
and was then fully integrated. The bank’s developers now capture 
comprehensive metrics—from user retention to stack traces—and 
have full mobile-to-mainframe visibility, with APM.
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Why CA Mobile App Analytics?

•   Maximize value delivered via mobile end-user experience

•   Analyze and identify root cause with crash analytics

•   Gain insight, track and report and analyze data with usage and user  
experience analytics

•   Evaluate and address the end-user experience with performance analytics

•  Accelerate mobile app delivery and value

 

Learn more about how CA Mobile App Analytics can give you a mobile 
app advantage.

CA Mobile App Analytics helps you excel in a highly competitive mobile app marketplace

SEE CA MOBILE APP 
ANALYTICS IN ACTION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujbLq0lVN9w&feature=youtu.be&t=12s
http://trials.ca.com/us/ca-mobile-app-analytics.aspx?mrm=464076
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujbLq0lVN9w&feature=youtu.be&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujbLq0lVN9w&feature=youtu.be&t=12s
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CA Technologies (NASDAQ: CA) creates software that fuels transformation for companies and enables them to seize the opportunities of the application 
economy. Software is at the heart of every business, in every industry. From planning to development to management and security, CA is working with 
companies worldwide to change the way we live, transact and communicate – across mobile, private and public cloud, distributed and mainframe 
environments. Learn more at ca.com.

Learn more about how CA Mobile App Analytics  
can give you a mobile app advantage.

http://ca.com
http://trials.ca.com/us/ca-mobile-app-analytics.aspx?mrm=464076

